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Adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based gene therapies have
recently shown promise as a novel treatment for hereditary dis-
eases. Due to the viral origin of the vector capsid, however,
cellular immune response may be elicited that could eliminate
transduced target cells. To monitor cellular immune responses
in clinical trials, we optimized and bioanalytically validated a
sensitive, robust, and reliable interferon-g (IFN-g) enzyme-
linked immunospot (ELISpot) assay. For method performance
validation, human peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) were stimulated with peptides derived from AAV5
capsid proteins and the encoded transgene product, human
blood clotting factor VIII (FVIII), in addition to positive con-
trols, such as peptides from the 65-kDa phosphoprotein of cyto-
megalovirus. We statistically assessed the limit of detection and
confirmatory cutpoint, evaluated precision and linearity, and
confirmed specificity using HIV peptides. Robustness param-
eter ranges and sample stability periods were established. The
validated IFN-g ELISpot assay was then implemented in an
AAV5-FVIII gene therapy clinical trial. Cellular immune re-
sponses against the AAV5 capsid were observed in most partic-
ipants as soon as 2 weeks following dose administration; only
limited responses against the transgene product were detected.
These data underscore the value of using validated methods for
monitoring cellular immunity in AAV gene therapy trials.

INTRODUCTION
Adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based gene therapy is a promising
new modality to treat various genetic disorders.1,2 The advantages
of AAV vectors are their high transduction efficiency, tropism for
various target tissues, low prevalence of preexisting immunity, and
overall acceptable safety profile.3–6 Wild-type AAVs cause no known
human pathologies and are less immunogenic than other viruses (e.g.,
adenovirus).5,7–9 AAV vectors are designed by replacing all viral
genes with an expression cassette containing a promoter, coding re-
gion, and polyadenylation signal.10,11 Upon administration, these
vectors effectively deliver a functional transgene copy to patients
with a genetic deficiency.10,11 As a result, the patients express an
essential protein they would otherwise lack, which can lead to sub-
stantial clinical improvements of their underlying disorder.1,10
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AAV gene therapy vectors contain viral capsid proteins, and thus
cellular immune responses against them can be triggered.12,13 In addi-
tion, preexisting immunity may be an obstacle to the efficacy or safety
of AAV gene therapies.6,9,14–17 Seroprevalence studies show that
30%–60% of adults carry AAV capsid-specific antibodies (depending
on the AAV serotype and geographic region), with AAV5 antibodies
having among the lowest prevalence.18,19 Adults can also have circu-
lating capsid-specific CD8+ and CD4+ T cells resulting from natural
exposure to AAV.8 Immunity acquired to the wild-type virus,
together with innate immunity, can later decrease the therapeutic ef-
ficacy of AAV gene therapy vectors.5,8,9,13 In the context of liver-
tropic AAV vectors, there is preliminary evidence that capsid-specific
cellular immune responses, detected by interferon-g (IFN-g)
enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISpot) assays, can be associated
with elevated plasma levels of liver enzymes.1,2,11,20 In some but not
all cases, elevated liver enzymes (notably alanine transaminase
[ALT]) were also associated with a decline in transgene expression
levels.2,20 The lack of consistency in correlating cellular immune re-
sponses with elevated ALT levels or declines in expression suggests
that methodological standardization may be necessary. ALT increases
can be mitigated through the use of corticosteroids, which often also
stabilize transgene expression.2,8 This led to the hypothesis that ALT
is released into plasma through the targeting of vector-transduced
cells by cytolytic immune cells.2,13,20,21

To monitor cell-mediated immunity against an AAV5-based vector
that encodes for human B domain-deleted factor VIII (FVIII-SQ),
we developed and validated an IFN-g ELISpot for human peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). This method format was chosen
for 3 reasons: it is (1) semiquantitative, (2) sensitive to single-cell
level, and offers (3) a broad dynamic range.22 We selected IFN-g, a
cytokine primarily secreted by activated T cells and natural killer
(NK) cells, as an established marker for cell-mediated
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Figure 1. Distribution of screening responses for LOD, confirmatory cutpoint, and PHA minimum evaluation

PBMCs from 99 normal human donors were mock stimulated or stimulated with peptide pools from AAV5, FVIII, or CMVpp65 or PHA and tested by IFN-g ELISpot. (A) The

distribution of mock responses (outliers excluded) was used to establish the LOD as the statistical 95th percentile. (B) The pooled distribution of antigen-specific over mock

response ratios (outliers excluded) was used to establish the confirmatory cutpoint as the empirical 95th percentile. (C) The distribution of PHA responses was used to

establish the PHA minimum as the empirical 1st percentile.
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immunity.6,11,20,23 Reagent and protocol standardization are key for
establishing reproducible ELISpot results across multiple test sites
and analysts.24–26 Regulatory guidance on ELISpot method validation
is limited, yet standardized assay performance evaluations and accep-
tance criteria are essential for reliable data interpretation.27 Thus, we
identified an extensive list of key method performance parameters
and used statistical methods to objectively assess and validate them:
limit of detection (LOD), confirmatory cutpoint (CCP, based on
mock/antigen response ratio), PHA (phytohemagglutinin-L) mini-
mum response, precision (intra-triplicate, intra-assay, and interas-
say), linearity, upper limit of quantitation (ULOQ), lower limit of
quantitation (LLOQ), specificity, robustness, and stability.25,28,29

Due to the scarcity of AAV5- and FVIII-specific human PBMCs,
cytomegalovirus phosphoprotein 65 (CMVpp65) was used as a surro-
gate antigen for some validation parameters. Using CMVpp65 also
enables this method to serve as a platform technology for future
gene therapy products. We used the validated method to monitor
gene therapy participants for preexisting and acquired cell-mediated
184 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 Septe
immunity targeting the AAV5 vector capsid or the expressed trans-
gene product FVIII-SQ.

RESULTS
LOD

To determine the LOD, which is used to distinguish positive from
negative responses, the background signal in mock-stimulated
PBMCs from 100 randomly selected, normal individual donors was
evaluated. One donor did not meet the R70% viability criteria and
was excluded. PBMCs from the remaining 99 donors were tested
once over 8 runs by 2 analysts. The mock responses in spot-forming
units per well (SFU/well) were determined and used to statistically
establish the LOD (Figure 1A). A total of 16 donors were identified
as statistical outliers (interquartile range method) and excluded
from the analysis. Data from the remaining 83 donors were not
normal by the Shapiro-Wilk test; therefore, values were log10 trans-
formed, resulting in a normal distribution. The LOD was derived as
the 95th percentile, anti-log transformed, and rounded to the nearest
mber 2021



Table 1. Intra-triplicate, intra-assay and interassay precision

Response level/range Donor ID/stimulus

Average response
level (SFU/well),
N = 3 runs

Intra-triplicate precision Intra-assay precision Average response
level (SFU/well)
N = 10 runs

Interassay precision

%CVa Average %CV %CV Average %CV %CV Average %CV

Low to mediumc

50–300 SFU/well

Donor A/FVIIIb pool 2 115.0 12.7

10.8

7.9

7.6

112.4 32.0

35.9

Donor A/FVIII pool 3 117.1 9.5 8.3 106.3 31.7

Donor B/CMVpp65d 260.0 6.0 4.7 277.4 14.1

Donor C/FVIII pool 2 118.4 8.4 8.4 199.4 49.6

Donor C/FVIII pool 3 86.3 17.3 9.0 155.4 52.2

High >300 SFU/well
Donor A/CMVpp65 517.5 4.4

4.2
2.8

3.2
548.8 15.7

27.4
Donor C/CMVpp65 383.3 4.0 3.7 508.4 39.2

aCV, coefficient of variation.
bFVIII, transgene product.
cNo low (<50 SFU/well, butR30 SFU/well) responses were identified in the precision dataset even though the donors chosen for use in the validation had elicited such low responses
upon screening.
dCMVpp65, 65kDa phosphoprotein of cytomegalovirus.
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whole number, resulting in 12 SFU/well or 60 SFU/million PBMCs.
Using mock responses in clinical trial participants at baseline (Fig-
ure S1A), we confirmed the suitability of this LOD in the disease pop-
ulation (hemophilia A).

CCP determination

For 20 of 99 donors above, the mean mock response (SFU/well) fell at
or above the LOD. To ensure specificity if background signals are
elevated, we statistically established a CCP. The CCP was based on
the distribution of response ratios between antigen-specific responses
(2 AAV5 peptide pools and 4 FVIII peptide pools) and corresponding
mock response. Since the means and variances were equal across all 6
peptide pools by 1-way ANOVA, the datasets were pooled, 56 statis-
tical outliers were excluded (interquartile range method), and the
remaining 532 values were analyzed for normality using the Sha-
piro-Wilk test. The data were not normally distributed; therefore,
the CCP was determined using the empirical 95th percentile, equaling
2.96 (Figure 1B). The CCP will be used to adjudicate samples, in
which both peptide-specific responses and mock response are
RLOD. These peptide responses are considered positive only if their
response ratio isR2.96. Using mock responses from clinical trial par-
ticipants at baseline (Figure S1B), we confirmed the suitability of this
CCP in the disease population.

PHA minimum response

PHA induces polyclonal IFN-g secretion in T cells, and thus a min-
imum PHA response serves as a quality control for the functionality
of PBMC samples. To determine the PHA minimum response, the
distribution of PHA responses from 99 individual donor PBMCs
(viability R70%) were evaluated. PHA responses ranged from 30 to
1,201 SFU/well (Figure 1C; Table S1) but were not normally distrib-
uted by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Thus, the PHAminimum response was
set empirically to the lower 1st percentile (30 SFU/well or 150 SFU/
million PBMCs). The limit was chosen to achieve an �1% failure
rate for the assay, as per US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
immunogenicity assay guidance.30 However, using a low limit (30
Molecular The
SFU/well) for a positive-control stimulation that usually results in a
20-times-higher response (median: 736 SFU/well) may not be
completely adequate to identify all of the samples with partially
compromised functionality. Therefore, alternative PHA minimum
response levels may be considered at the 5th percentile (260 SFU/
well), or even more conservatively at the 10th percentile (457 SFU/
well). The chosen PHA minimum criterion should be applied to all
of the clinical samples tested to avoid reporting potential false-nega-
tive responses. No PHA maximum was set, since a high PHA
response remains indicative of functional PBMCs.

Intra- and interassay precision

To evaluate precision, PBMCs from 3 CMVpp65 and/or FVIII-
responsive donors were selected to cover a target range of low-to-me-
dium (50–300 SFU/well) and high (>300 SFU/well) responses. Intra-
triplicate and intra-assay precision were assessed by performing 3
assay runs, each with 3 donors and corresponding peptide pools.
Each donor was plated in 3 sets of triplicate wells; each triplicate set
was independently prepared with respective peptides. Intra-assay pre-
cision was assessed as the coefficient of variation (CV) across 3 inde-
pendent peptide/PBMC preparations within each run for each donor/
peptide pool that yielded a response R30 SFU/well. The average
intra-triplicate CV was 10.8% and 4.2% (Table 1) for the low-to-me-
dium and high responses, respectively, which met acceptance criteria
(CV % 30% for peptide responses withR30 SFU/well). The average
intra-assay CV was 7.6% and 3.2%, for the low-to-medium and high
responses, respectively, whichmet acceptance criteria (CV% 50% for
peptide responses with R30 SFU/well). Interassay precision was as-
sessed across 9 different runs as the interassay CV for responses
R30 SFU/well (9 days with 2 analysts, n R4 runs per analyst). The
average interassay CV was 35.9% and 27.4% for the low-to-medium
and high responses, respectively, which met acceptance criteria (CV
% 50% for peptide responses with R30 SFU/well). Hence, the
method showed acceptable precision, but direct comparison of nu-
merical results from different runs should take into account the ex-
pected range of potential interassay variability.
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 September 2021 185
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Figure 2. Linearity, ULOQ, and specificity evaluation

(A) Using PBMCs from 3 medium to strong CMVpp65-responding donors, IFN-g ELISpot was performed by stimulation to CMVpp65 in 3 different runs at 7 different cell

densities (400,000–6,250 PBMCs/well). Each symbol indicates a different donor (C,:, and;). The linear range was defined as the range of cell densities with responses

RLOD, through which a linear regression yields a coefficient of correlation r2R0.90. (B) Human PBMCs from 6 donors were stimulated at varying concentrations with PHA in

3 runs. The ULOQwas defined as the 95th percentile of the highest SFU/well responses elicited that consistently showed an intra-triplicate CV%30% (total of 18 data points).

(C) PBMCs from 6 donors were stimulated with 4 negative control peptide pools (HIV, AAV5 pool 1, AAV5 pool 2, and FVIII pool 1) along with positive (CMVpp65 and PHA) and

mock controls across 4 runs. Each bar color indicates a different donor. Error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean for each donor across the 4 runs.

Specificity met acceptance criteria if the SFU/well for the negative control peptide pools were <LOD or had a response ratio <2.96 (if both peptide and mock response were

RLOD) in at least 5 of 6 donors in each of the 4 runs.
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Assay linearity

Assay linearity was confirmed by showing that the number of
responsive PBMCs plated was directly proportional to the number
of measured SFU. Using PBMCs stimulated with CMVpp65 from
3 responsive donors per run, ELISpot was performed in 3 different
runs at 7 different cell densities (ranging from 400,000 to 6,250
cells/well). Log10-transformed values for each donor were then
plotted as the average number of SFU/well for CMVpp65
versus cell density, excluding cell densities that lead to
responses <LOD. The linear range was defined between cell den-
sities through which linear regression yielded a coefficient of cor-
relation (r2) R0.90. Values for r2 ranged between 0.945 and 0.992
for a linear range between 50,000 and 400,000 cells/well for 2
donors, and 25,000 and 400,000 cells/well for the third donor
186 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 Septe
(Figure 2A), with an overall linear range across all 3 donors
from 50,000 to 400,000 cells/well.
Range of quantitation

The range of quantitation between LLOQs and ULOQs defines where
samples are quantifiable with acceptable precision. To assess the
LLOQ, 6 donor PBMCs (2 negative, 2 positive near the LOD, and 2
low-positive responders)were tested in 6 runsover 6 days.Thesedonors
were stimulated with FVIII or CMVpp65 peptide pools in 2 sets of trip-
licate wells. For each donor/peptide combination, the mean SFU/well,
standard deviation (SD), and %CV between triplicate wells were calcu-
lated for each run. The mean donor SFU/well was calculated across all
sets of triplicates from all of the runs, separately for each donor/peptide
mber 2021



Table 2. LLOQ determination

Donor/peptide
combination

Donor
ID

Peptide
stimulus

Mean
SFU/wella

No. runs with
CV %30%

1 Donor 4 CMVpp65b 221.5 6

2 Donor 1 FVIIIc pool 2 82.2 6

3 Donor 1 FVIII pool 3 75.1 6

4 Donor 4 FVIII pool 4 44.4 6

5 Donor 5 FVIII pool 4 41.8 0

6 Donor 4 FVIII pool 2 39.3 3

7 Donor 5 FVIII pool 2 37.7 0

8 Donor 5 FVIII pool 1 33.2 1

9 Donor 2 FVIII pool 2 <LOD N/A

10 Donor 2 CMVpp65 <OD N/A

11 Donor 3 FVIII pool 2 <LOD N/A

12 Donor 3 CMVpp65 <LOD N/A

13 Donor 6 FVIII pool 2 <LOD N/A

14 Donor 6 CMVpp65 <LOD N/A

Bold indicates values selected as LLOQ.
aCell-plating density was 200,000 PBMCs/well and viability was R70% for all donor
samples across all runs.
bCMVpp65, 65 kDa phosphoprotein of cytomegalovirus.
cFVIII, transgene product.
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combination. The LLOQ was defined as the lowest mean donor
response RLOD for which both sets of triplicate wells showed an
intra-triplicate%CV%30%, in at least 5 of 6 runs. TheLLOQwasdeter-
mined as 44.4 SFU/well or 222 SFU/million PBMCs (Table 2).

Since confluency can occur in wells with high spot counts, it was also
critical to assess the ULOQ. PBMCs from 6 donors were stimulated in
3 runs with PHA or mock stimulation conditions. Each donor was
tested at 7 different cell densities ranging from 400,000 to 6,250
PBMCs/well in triplicate wells. The ULOQ was defined as the 95th

percentile of the highest SFU/well responses with intra-triplicate %
CV %30% observed in each donor in each run (18 data points)
and determined as 964.3 SFU/well or 4,822 SFU/million PBMCs
(Figure 2B).

Assay specificity

To assess specificity, 4 runs were performed using PBMCs from 6
healthy donors responsive to CMVpp65 and non-responsive to hu-
man immunodeficiency virus (HIV), AAV5, and FVIII peptide pools
(based on prior health status or previous results). To meet acceptance
criteria, PBMC responses to HIV, AAV5, and FVIII peptide pools
should remain negative in at least 5 of the 6 donors. A negative anti-
gen-specific response was defined either as a peptide and mock
response <LOD (12 SFU/well) or, if mock response was RLOD,
then the peptide:mock response ratio must remain <2.96. Stimulation
with HIV, AAV5, and FVIII peptides remained negative across all 6
donors (Figure 2C). Meanwhile, positive responses (RLOD) were ob-
tained after stimulation with CMVpp65, demonstrating that IFN-g
responses were antigen specific.
Molecular The
Robustness

To assess robustness, PBMCs from 3 antigen-responsive donors were
tested with FVIII and CMVpp65 peptide stimulation, using small but
deliberate changes in experimental conditions. To meet acceptance
criteria, the mean SFU/well under robustness conditions must show
an absolute relative difference%30% from the mean SFU/well under
standard conditions for all donor/peptide combinations with re-
sponses R30 SFU/well. The concentration of stimulating peptides
was successfully validated at 2 mg/mL, separately for each peptide
pool; assays performed using 0.5 or 1 mg/mL were not robust (Fig-
ure 3A). The cell-stimulation time was successfully validated between
20 and 24 h; assays performed for 16 h were not robust (Figure 3B).
The substrate development time was successfully validated between 3
and 4 min; assays performed for 2 min were not robust (Figure 3C).
Plate drying time was successfully validated between 20 h and 80 days
(Figure 3D); for testing purposes, a routine plate drying time between
20 and 100 h is recommended.

PBMC sample stability

To assess stability, multiple vials of donor PBMCs from the same
collection were stored in liquid nitrogen (LN2) over 18 months. On
each testing occasion, the PBMCs from a single vial were incubated
under mock conditions or stimulated with FVIII peptides, CMVpp65
peptides, or PHA. Responses were monitored continuously from
baseline to 18 months. The sample remained negative (<LOD) under
mock stimulation conditions on 49 of 50 test occasions; on 1 occasion,
a low positive mock response was observed (Figure 4A). The sample
consistently yielded positive responses (RLOD of 60 SFU/million
PBMCs) when stimulated with FVIII pool 2, FVIII pool 3, CMVpp65,
and PHA, which fell within 3 SDs from the mean (Figures 4B–4E). In
accordance, viability remained >79% at all times (Figure 4F). Hence,
PBMCs stored in LN2 remained stable for at least 18 months.

Clinical trial IFN-g ELISpot results

The validated IFN-g assay (validation summary in Table 3) was im-
plemented in a clinical AAV5-FVIII gene therapy study (BMN270-
301). For control purposes, a non-study-related donor was also tested
to ensure consistent assay performance (Figures 4A–4E). Positive re-
sponses across both AAV5 peptide pools were combined to generate a
heatmap of AAV5 reactivity for individual participants (Figure 5A).
Fifteen (94%) of 16 tested participants were positive for cellular im-
mune responses against the AAV5 capsid, starting as early as 2 weeks
following dose administration. Responses to AAV5 ranged from 60 to
1,482 SFU/million PBMCs (median: 97); all of the baseline samples
tested (12 of 16) were negative, thus confirming the specificity of
post-baseline responses. Most AAV5-specific responses diminished
over several weeks, reverting to negative. At week 52, 13 (92.9%) of
14 participants with available samples were negative for AAV5-spe-
cific responses.

Cellular immune responses against the transgene product FVIII
were much less frequent: positive responses were intermittently de-
tected in only 5 (31%) of 16 subjects (Figure 5B). One participant
was positive at baseline and at week 52, whereas the other 4 subjects
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 September 2021 187
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Figure 3. Robustness evaluation of critical assay parameters

Robustness was assessed using 3 donors across 1–3 stimulations for multiple critical assay parameters. (A–D) stimulant concentration (A), (B) stimulation time, (C) substrate

development time, and (D) plate drying time. The SFU/well for the standard parameter condition is shown as open circles (B), the minimum parameter condition is shown as

closed squares (-), and the maximum parameter conditions are shown as closed triangles (:). Extended maximum parameter conditions were evaluated for plate drying

time including 96 h indicated by closed inverted triangle (;) and 80 days indicated by a closed diamond (A). Substrate development time and plate drying times were

performed within a window for each parameter condition as specified (e.g., ± 15 s or ± 4 h). Dotted range lines represent range for 30% relative difference of the SFU/well

response observed for the standard parameter condition. Minimum, maximum, and extended parameter conditions must fall within this range to be considered acceptable.
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were positive only at single time points (Weeks 10, 12, 20, and 44,
respectively). Responses to FVIII ranged from 60 to 100 SFU/million
PBMCs (median: 85). All of the subsequent time points were nega-
tive in 4 of these 5 subjects.

DISCUSSION
Immune monitoring using IFN-g ELISpot is used in AAV gene ther-
apy trials to detect potentially eliminatory T cell responses that may
affect treatment outcomes.22,28,29,31 Here, we devised a set of stan-
dardized bioanalytical validation parameters and assessments for
IFN-g ELISpots that ensure reliable clinical data generation. ELISpot
method validation was performed in consideration of previous rec-
ommendations.24,25,27–29,31,32 However, we went beyond previous
188 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 Septe
recommendations by including additional bioanalytical validation
parameters and statistical assessments, borrowed from related regula-
tory guidance and white papers, as considered applicable to ELISpot
methodology.30,33,34 Method validation parameters included the
following: LOD, confirmatory cutpoint, LLOQ, ULOQ, precision
(intra-triplicate, intra-assay, and interassay), linearity, specificity,
robustness, and long-term sample stability.

Since ELISpots rely upon the functionality of the stimulated cells,
standardization of PBMC collection and cryopreservation are also
critical to obtain reliable test results.35 Suboptimal PBMC storage
and shipment conditions, due to temperature fluctuations, can affect
the responsiveness of PBMCs in IFN-g ELISpot assays.36–38 Thus, we
mber 2021
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Figure 4. Trending and stability of control donor PBMCs

(A–E) PBMCs from a control donor were monitored during clinical sample testing for IFN-g responses to (A) mock, (B) FVIII pool 2, (C) FVIII pool 3, (D) CMVpp65, and (E) PHA.

Additional FVIII or AAV5 peptide pools were not tested since they did not generate a positive response in this control donor. Responses were analyzed for trends using Levey-

Jennings plots. The blue line indicates the limit of detection (LOD, or 60 SFU/million PBMCs). The dashed black line indicates the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ, or 222

SFU/million PBMCs). The green line indicates the mean of each dataset. The red lines indicate the upper confidence limit (UCL) and lower confidence limit (LCL) of the

dataset, representing 3 multiples of the standard deviation above and below the mean of all of the data points plotted, respectively. (F) PHA responses that were too

numerous to count were not plotted since no numerical values could be assigned. PBMC viability remained >79% throughout.
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restricted temperature fluctuations to ensure the highest PBMC
sample quality. In addition, the absence of serum during PBMC pro-
cessing reduces variability and increases reproducibility in IFN-g
responses.39,40 Therefore, PBMC collection and cryopreservation
during validation and clinical testing remained serum-free.

The human IFN-g ELISpot assay was sensitive, precise, specific, and
linear, with a broad range of quantitation. Average intra-triplicate pre-
cision (CV% 10.8%), intra-assay precision (CV% 7.6%), and interas-
say precision (CV% 35.9%)were in accordancewith the literature, with
interassay variability being generally higher than intra-triplicate or
intra-assay variability.29,41 High interassay variability in 1 individual
donor (52.2%; Table 1) represented an atypical result at the extreme
end of the precision range. Potential factors contributing to increased
variability in individual PBMC samples may be a certain degree of he-
molysis during sample collection, lipid content, or other matrix ef-
fects.42,43 The statistically derived LOD (60 SFU/million PBMCs) was
similar to LODs previously reported for human IFN-g ELISpot assays
(21–55 SFU/million PBMCs).22,28,41 Minor differences in LOD across
methods could result from different instrument settings to enumerate
spots. In summary, our method performance validation (Table 3)
confirmed that the IFN-g ELISpot was suitable for monitoring AAV5
capsid and FVIII-specific cellular immune responses in humanPBMCs.

Validation data were also used to establish sample acceptance criteria
and a result determination algorithm. Aminimum PHA response was
required to guarantee the functionality of PBMCs in clinical samples,
Molecular The
and a confirmatory cutpoint was established for samples with “high
background” (i.e., mock response R LOD), so that antigen-specific
responses can still be distinguished. We implemented the following
algorithm (LOD/CCPmethod) for determining a positive result: pep-
tide response RLOD if mock is <LOD, or peptide response
ratioR2.96-fold over mock, if mock isRLOD. Another common al-
gorithm for ELISpots results is distribution-free resampling (DFR)
analysis. DFR uses a non-parametric test that avoids distributional as-
sumptions and separates permutations of each antigen-specific
response with the corresponding mock control to determine positive
responses.44,45 We compared responders identified using our LOD/
CCP method with responders identified using the DFR(2�) algo-
rithm. Overall, DFR(2�) results were similar to those generated using
our LOD/CCP method (Tables S1 and S2), even though LOD and
CCP were established using a 5% false-positive rate, based on the
overall distribution of mock responses.

In a clinical trial with AAV5-FVIII, capsid-specific cellular immune
responses were broadly detectable following dose administration but
generally diminished over several weeks. In contrast, only limited
FVIII-specific responses were observed. Cellular immune responses
to AAV gene therapies were observed in some but not all clinical trials
to date.46 As an explanation for the lack of AAV-specific T cell re-
sponses in some trials, different doses and routes of administration
could affect the immunogenicity of AAV vectors.6,47 Alternatively,
the frequency of AAV-specific T cells in peripheral blood may some-
times be too low to be detected.6 Consequently, enriching antigen-
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 September 2021 189
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Table 3. Human IFN-g ELISpot assay validation summary

Assay parameter Acceptance criteria Validation results

LOD
the LOD is calculated using the 95th percentile of
the mock-stimulation responses

LOD = 60 SFU/million PBMCs

CCP
the confirmatory cutpoint is calculated using the
95th percentile of the peptide/mock-stimulation
response ratios

Confirmatory cutpoint = 2.96 response ratio

PHA minimum
the lower acceptance limit for a test sample under
PHA stimulation is calculated empirically as the 1st

percentile
PHA response R150 SFU/million PBMCs

Intra-triplicate precision
intra-triplicate CV%30% for responsesR30 SFU/
well, for each donor and peptide pool

Intra-triplicate CV average:

Low to medium response level: 10.8%

High response level: 4.2%

Intra-assay precision
intra-assay CV %30% for responses R30 SFU/
well, for each donor and peptide pool

intra-assay CV average:

low to medium response level: 7.6%

high response level: 3.2%

Interassay precision
interassay CV%50% for responsesR30 SFU/well,
for each donor and peptide pool

interassay CV average:

low to medium response level: 35.9%

high response level: 27.4%

LLOQ
report the lowest peptide response that shows an
intra-triplicate CV %30% in 2 independent
sample preparations in at least 5 of 6 runs

222 SFU/million PBMCd

ULOQ
report the 95th percentile of the highest peptide
responses at which single spots can be detected and
intra-triplicate CV %30%

4,822 SFU/million PBMCs

Dilution linearity
report the range of cell densities through which a
linear regression of responses shows an R2 R0.90

50,000–400,000 PBMCs/well

Specificity
no positive response to irrelevant control peptides
or previously non-stimulating peptides inR5 of 6
donors

no cross-reactivity to HIV peptides or previously
non-stimulating peptides was observed in 6 of 6
donors

Stimulant concentration robustness
the response for each robustness condition should
be within |RE| % 30% of the response observed
under the standard conditions

2 mg/mL; assays performed using less than the
above-stated concentration of stimulating peptides
were not robust

PBMC stimulation time robustness
the response for each robustness condition should
be within |RE| %30% of the response observed
under the standard conditions

20–24 h; assays performed at 16 h incubation time
were not robust

Substrate development time robustness
the response for each robustness condition should
be within |RE| %30% of the response observed
under the standard conditions

3–4 min; assays performed at 2-min substrate
development time were not robust

Plate drying time robustness
the response for each robustness condition should
be within |RE| %30% of the response observed
under the standard conditions

20 h–80 days

Long-term PBMC sample stability
passing performance of a control donor sample
was monitored over time during sample testing

up to 18 months, if stored in the vapor phase of
LN2

CCP, confirmatory cutpoint; CV, coefficient of variation; LLOQ, lower limit of quantitation; LN2, liquid nitrogen; LOD, limit of detection; PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell;
PHA, phytohemagglutinin-L; SFU, spot-forming units; ULOQ, upper limit of quantitation.
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specific cells before ELISpot testing may offer enhanced detect-
ability.6,48 Analyzing T cells in situ, for example, by using liver
biopsies, may also be considered. In addition, tumor necrosis factor-
a (TNF-a) secreting capsid-specificmemoryCD8+ T cellsmay be pre-
sent in AAV-seropositive patients.13 Thus, the evaluation of polyfunc-
tional, multiple-cytokine-secreting T cells may provide further in-
sights into AAV-specific cellular immune responses.
190 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 Septe
Overall, our clinical observations showed that in the context of
the on-demand use of corticosteroid immune suppression
following gene therapy administration, AAV5-FVIII gene
therapy triggered manageable cellular immune responses, mainly
targeting the AAV5 capsid rather than the FVIII transgene prod-
uct. Humoral immune responses in a related clinical trial with
AAV5-FVIII showed a similar antigenic preference.49 Our data
mber 2021
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Figure 5. Clinical application of ELISpot assay: heatmap of AAV5 and FVIII positive responses

Heatmaps show results from a validated IFN-g ELISpot assay for individual patients at baseline and every 2 weeks through 52 weeks post-dose administration. Colors signify

the magnitude of response by SFU/106 PBMCs as indicated. Positive responses were summarized across peptide pools and displayed numerically. (A) Results of the IFN-g

ELISpot assay following stimulation with AAV5-derived peptide pools and (B) transgene expressed protein-derived peptide pools. White squares indicate time points at which

there were too few viable PBMCs to test, or where they have not yet been tested. Samples testing negative with a result <60 SFU/106 PBMCs are shown in yellow with a dash

(-). SFU counts were summarized across separate stimulation pools when positive; 2 pools of AAV5 peptides and 4 pools of FVIII peptides, to represent the total number of

SFU reactive across the entirety of the protein sequence.
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further demonstrate the value of extensive pre-study and in-
study bioanalytical validations of ELISpot methodology to
reliably measure cellular immune responses against AAV gene
therapy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section was written in compliance with theMinimal Information
about T Cell Assays (MIATA) guidelines26 (http://miataproject.org/
miata-guidelines/final-guidelines-2/).
Molecular The
Human PBMC preparation

Healthy Human PBMCs (AccuCell) cryopreserved in a proprietary
serum-free freezing media were sourced from Precision for Medi-
cine (Frederick, MD, USA). The cryopreserved PBMC were ship-
ped overnight on dry ice and stored until use in the vapor phase
of LN2. Cryovials of normal healthy human PBMCs were removed
from LN2 storage and kept on dry ice until thawing. The PBMC
vials were thawed quickly at 37�C, and the volume was transferred
to a 50-mL conical tube when only an ice crystal remained. Drop-
wise 9 mL 1� CTL-Wash media (Cellular Technology Limited,
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 22 September 2021 191
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Shaker Heights, OH, USA) diluted with RPMI (ThermoFisher,
Waltham, MA, USA) containing 50 U/mL Pierce Universal
Nuclease (ThermoFisher) was added, with gentle agitation. The
PBMC were pelleted by centrifugation (350 � g for 8 min at
room temperature [RT]), resuspended, and washed a second
time with 10 mL 1� CTL-Wash media diluted with RPMI contain-
ing 50 U/mL Pierce Universal Nuclease. After another pelleting by
centrifugation, the PBMCs were gently resuspended into 10 mL
CTL-Test media (Cellular Technology Limited) containing 1�
Glutamax (LifeTechnologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). After 1 final
centrifugation, the PBMC pellet was resuspended into CTL-Test
media and counted. For counting, the PBMCs were stained using
the Cellometer AOPI stain (Nexcelom, Lawrence, MA, USA).
PBMC viability was determined as the percentage of cells that
are live as compared to total cells (live and dead). The viable
cell count is the quantity of live cells per milliliter of original vol-
ume multiplied by the AOPI dilution factor. Based on the resulting
PBMC concentration, the original PBMC sample was diluted to a
concentration of 2.0 � 106 live PBMCs/mL with CTL-Test media.
The final cell density after adding 100 mL PBMC to each well was
2.0 � 105, unless otherwise specified. PBMC viability must be
R70% to be plated in the ELISpot assay.

Antigen and control stimulant preparation

Overlapping peptide pools (15mers overlapping by 10 amino acids
[aa]) of AAV5 capsid protein VP1 and transgene product (FVIII-
SQ) were custom synthesized with capping (to avoid any deletion
peptides) by JPT Peptide Technologies GmbH (Berlin, Germany).
AAV5 capsid proteins VP2 and VP3 are N-terminal truncations of
VP1 with otherwise identical sequence; therefore, peptide pools
derived fromVP1 can detect cellular immune responses to all 3 capsid
proteins. Due to the size of the protein sequences, the AAV5 VP1
sequence (UniProt: Q9YIJ1) was split into 2 peptide pools (AAV5
pool 1 and AAV5 pool 2) and the FVIII-SQ sequence (UniProt:
P00451.1) was split into 4 peptide pools (FVIII pool 1, FVIII pool
2, FVIII pool 3, and FVIII pool 4), each pool containing�70 peptides
each withR90% purity. Each vial of peptide pool was reconstituted in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and diluted in CTL-Test media and
stored in single-use aliquots at �80�C until use. A single-use aliquot
of each peptide pool was thawed on each assay day and further diluted
in CTL-Test media to a final in-well concentration (1�) of 2 mg/mL
for 79 donors and 1 mg/mL for the remaining 20 donors, and 0.25%
DMSO or 0.125% DMSO, respectively (Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis,
MO, USA), unless otherwise specified.

Aliquots of lyophilized human CMVpp65 peptide pool (JPT Peptide
Technologies GmbH) containing 138 peptides with >70% purity were
purchased. Each vial of CMVpp65 peptide pool (15mers overlapping
by 11 aa) was reconstituted in DMSO, diluted in CTL-Test media, and
stored in single-use aliquots at �20�C until use. For each ELISpot
assay, a single-use aliquot of CMVpp65 peptide pool (50 mg/mL)
was thawed and further diluted in CTL-Test media to a final in-
well concentration of 2 mg/mL of each peptide and 0.25% DMSO, un-
less otherwise specified.
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Background IFN-g responses were monitored using a negative con-
trol that mimicked the DMSO concentration present in the antigen
peptide wells. The negative control (mock) stimulation contained a
final in-well concentration of 0.25% DMSO diluted in CTL-Test me-
dia. PHA, a lectin from the red kidney bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), was
used as a positive-control stimulant due to its mitogenic nature and
ability to activate T cells in a universal manner. For use in each ELI-
Spot assay, a single-use aliquot of PHA was thawed and further
diluted in CTL-Test media to a final in-well concentration of
0.25 mg/mL, unless otherwise specified. DMSO and PHA were both
sourced from Sigma-Aldrich.

IFN-g ELISpot assay procedure

Pre-coated plates from human IFN-g ELISpot ALP Kit (Mabtech,
Cincinnati, OH, USA) were prepared and developed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (version 2018-11-16), with some
modifications. Using sterile conditions and aseptic technique, the
96-well pre-coated assay plate were blocked with CTL-Test media
containing 1� Glutamax for 2–6 h at RT. Stimulants were prepared
at a 2� concentration, so that their final in-well concentration after
the addition of the PBMC volume was 1�. To each well of a blocked
pre-coated ELISpot plate, 100 mL 2� stimulant was added in tripli-
cate. To each well of stimulant, 100 mL cells at 2.0 � 106 PBMC/mL
was added for a final cell density of 2.0 � 105 PBMC/well, unless
otherwise specified, and a final stimulant concentration of 1�.
PBMCs were stimulated for 20–24 h at 37�C, 5% CO2, unless other-
wise specified. Cells were removed from the plate and IFN-g was
detected using sequential incubations of a biotinylated anti-IFN-g
antibody (0.22 mm filtered) and a streptavidin alkaline phosphatase-
coupled detection antibody. Spots were visualized following the
addition of 100 mL 0.22 mm filtered 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl
phosphate/nitro blue tetrazolium (BCIP/NBT)-plus substrate for
3 min ± 15 s, unless otherwise specified. Spot development was
stopped using a water wash and plates were air dried overnight at
RT, avoiding exposure to light. SFU in each well were enumerated us-
ing an automated spot counter (ImmunoSpot CTL S6 Micro
Analyzer, Cellular Technology Limited) within 24–96 h of develop-
ment, unless otherwise specified. The settings used on the Immuno-
spot to detect the secreted IFN-g spots were sensitivity of 145, back-
ground balance of 10, spot separation of 1, counting mask size of 90%
(not normalized), minimum spot size of 0.0015 mm2, and a
maximum spot size of 9.6466 mm2. The spot counts in each well
were visually quality controlled by an analyst to ensure that the
spot detection was appropriate, before finalization.

Statistical evaluations

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 7
software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA). Briefly, statistical outliers
were removed using the interquartile range method; where the upper
limit of the interquartile range was determined as 1.5�, the difference
between the 1st and 3rd quartiles added to the 3rd quartile, and the
lower limit of the interquartile range was determined as 1.5� the dif-
ference between the 1st and 3rd quartiles subtracted from the 1st quar-
tile. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to evaluate the normality of the
mber 2021
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data distributions.50 The upper 95% distribution limit for the LOD
was calculated as the anti-log of the [grand mean + (1.645 � SD) of
log10 transformed values]. A 1-way ANOVA was performed in
GraphPad Prism to determine whether the means and variances
were equal across datasets.51 The empirical 95th percentile is equal
to the value where 95% of the values in the datasets are below and
only 5% are above. CV was calculated as the SD divided by the
mean for a given dataset, multiplied by 100.

Clinical PBMC sample procedures and testing

PBMC samples were collected from 16 hemophilia A participants
enrolled in an AAV5-FVIII gene therapy clinical trial (BMN 270-
301, NCT03370913, EudraCT 2017-003215-19), approved by the
institutional review board (IRB), independent ethics committee
(IEC), and research ethics board (REB). Participants screened nega-
tive for preexisting anti-AAV5 antibodies received a single vector
dose of 6 E13 vg/kg AAV5-hFVIII-SQ and were treated with cortico-
steroids on demand. In the trial described here, as of the data cut of
April 30, 2019, 10 of 16 participants received corticosteroids on de-
mand, starting at 60 mg/day as early as 10.9 weeks after dosing for
an average duration of 20.4 weeks (including tapering periods). Blood
collected using sodium heparin vacutainer tubes (Becton Dickinson,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) was shipped to a central lab for PBMC isola-
tion within 24 h. Isolated PBMC were cryopreserved in the same
serum-free freezing media as was used during the validation, frozen
at �80�C in a cell freezing container, and stored long term in the va-
por phase of LN2. PBMCs were shipped to the testing lab using LN2

cryo-shippers and upon receipt were promptly stored in the vapor
phase of LN2 until testing. Upon thaw, PBMC samples with
confirmed viability >70% were tested for antigen-specific responses
to AAV5 and FVIII peptide pools. PHA was included as a positive
control stimulation for all of the samples; mock stimulation (0.25%
DMSO) was included as a negative control. All 8 conditions were
plated in triplicate for each sample unless there were insufficient
PBMC quantities; in this case, a sample plating priority plan was im-
plemented. One or 2 PHA wells were omitted, with at least 1 PHA
well remaining. If there were still not enough cells, then sets of tripli-
cates for individual peptide pools were omitted in a pre-defined order
until there were enough cells to plate at least 1 PHA well, triplicate for
mock and triplicate for at least 1 peptide pool, or else the sample was
not plated at all. Potential alternatives to consider when sample quan-
tities are insufficient may be the use of combined peptide pools or
plating lower cell numbers per well, even though these deviations
could affect assay performance, including sensitivity. Results were
only reported if the sample elicited a PHA response greater than
the PHA minimum (30 SFU/well or 150 SFU/million PBMCs). Pos-
itive and negative responses were adjudicated using the following al-
gorithm: (1) if an antigen-specific response is <LOD (12 SFU/well or
60 SFU/million PBMCs), then it is negative; (2) if a sample had a
mock response <LOD and an antigen-specific response is RLOD,
then the antigen-specific response is positive; and (3) if both mock
and antigen-specific response is RLOD, then the antigen-specific
response is only positive if the response ratio is equal to or greater
than the CCP (i.e., R2.96-fold over the mock response). If the %
Molecular The
CV for a triplicate with a mean response RLLOQ (44.4 SFU/well
or 222 SFU/million PBMCs) was >30%, an outlier could be removed
using a Dixon’s Q test, median absolute deviation, or other statistical
method. The final results were reported as SFU/million PBMCs. A
validated Excel spreadsheet was used to apply all of these acceptance
criteria during clinical sample analysis. A control donor (a responder
to FVIII pool 2, FVIII pool 3, and CMVpp65) was tested for FVIII
pool 2, FVIII pool 3, CMVpp65, PHA, and mock responses, along
with every batch of clinical samples. The results generated by this
donor were used for trending and reagent bridging purposes and
were not used for assay acceptance.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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